It is well known that bitopologies associated with knot digraphs is finded by using knot digraph notation. In this work, we have developed a method that we called reverse of knot digraph notation to find out which knot belongs to when a bitopology associated with the knot is given.
1.Introduction
The notion of bitopological space , ! , ! , that is, a set equipped with two arbitrary topologies ! , ! was first formulated by J.C.Kelley [4] Girija and Plakkat showed that bitopology is get from a digraph which has orientation by using quasi-pseudo metric entitled with 'Bitopological space associated with digraphs' [3] in 2013. A quasi pseudo metric on nonempty set is a nonnegative real valued function on × such that , = 0, ∀ ∈ and , ≤ , + , , ∀ , , ∈ associated with there is another quasi pseudometric such that , = , .In this study the authors is called digraph if the vertex of graph is reachable from edge of it. Let be the vertex set of a digraph. The function : × → ℝ and : × → ℝ defined by , = 0, ℎ 1, ℎ , , = 0, ℎ 1, ℎ respectively. These functions are quasi-pseudo metrics on and induces a unique bitopology on with ! , = :
, < and ! , = : , < as a basis. The collection of all open -balls forms a basis for a topology on .Let this topology be denoted by ! . Similarly the collection of all open -balls forms a basis for a topology on .Let this topology be denoted by ! .Thus we get the bitopology , ! , ! . A bitopological space , ! , ! is a set with two topologies, ! and ! , on it. We know that this method can be applied for the oriented knot graph which is obtained form regular diagram of a knot. This process is called knot digraph notation. We know that a bitopology matched with any knot by using knot digraph notation. In this work, we have developed an algorithm. The knots that correspond to bitopological spaces will be found with the aid of this algorithm. We called this algorithm as 'reverse operation of knot digraph notation'.
2.Knot and Knot Graphs
A knot is a simple closed curve obtained by embedding of the circle S 1 into R 3 (or S 3 ) [1] . A regular projection of knots or links on a 2-dimensional plane divides the plane into several regions, each of which is homeomorphic to an open disk. It is a frequently used method to separate these regions (domains) into two classes, white-black or shadedunshaded or shadow-unshadow regions, in the study of the knot theory.
A regular projections of knot K divides plane into n + 2 regions where n is the number of double point A (A 1 , A 2 , ... ,A n ). The Figure 1 show that the number of double point of Trefoil knot is 3. Therefore The number of regions is 5. Figure 1 . The number of double point of Trefoil knot Starting with the outer most region, we can color the regions either black or white where neighboring regions are never this same color. We are labeled white and black regions, respectively, such that α = {α 1 ,α 2 ,...,α k } and β = {β 1 ,β 2 ,...,β l }. The point at infinity is contained in a region of black. Take points P i ∈α i (i = 1,2,...,k) and connect this points by n-non-intersection arcs d 1 ,d 2 ,...,d n in such a way each d t corresponds to A t (t = 1,2,...,n) and P i and P j connected by d t , if and only if α i , α j have a common double point A t on their boundaries. In this way, we obtain from regular projection of the knot a plane graph G. From same consideration about class β, we get another graph G d . We call this the dual graph of G. This method is called as Tait's method. 
Knot digraph Notation
Firstly, signed graph is obtained from regular diagram of a knot by using Tait methods explained in Section 2.Secondly, orientation is given depending on the signed of the signed knot graph as Figure 6 .If the signed of edge is +, orientation of this edge is given from a to b. If the signed of edge is -, orientation of this edge is given from b to a. So we can get two directed graphs, when we consider graph and dual graph of a knot. We called this directed graph as knotdigraph. Figure 6 . Orientation of knot graph depend on the signed of the signed knot graph After that, every vertices of knot digraph are labelled by lowercases. Finally, the base is obtained from knot digraph by using quasi-pseudo metric for bitopology. Thus, every knot is matched with bitopology obtained by using this method.We called this method as Knot digraph Notation
+ -

The Knots Obtaining with the Help of Bitopology
Definition 4.1: Let ( , ! , ! ) is a bitopological space. The set ! has the largest number of elements, except the X set, is called the strong set of ! and is denoted by ! .Similiarly, the set which is the largest number of elements, except is called the strong set of ! and is denoted by ! .
Definition 4.2:
Let ( , ! , ! ) is a bitopological space. The set of ! with at least one element excluding the null set is called the weak set of ! and is denoted by ! . Similiarly, the set is called the weak set of ! with at least one element excluding the null set, denoted by ! .
b a b a
The number of elements of ! ,the strong set of ! topology, is the corner number (node) of the knot digraph corresponding to the bitopological space of ( , ! , ! ). The number of elements of ! is denoted by ( ! ) = . The number of elements of the set ! , the weak set of ! topology, shows how many impairment are made between digits in the knot digraph corresponding to the bitopology ( , ! , ! ). We denote the number of elements of ! by ! = The regular diagrams of ! knots corresponding to the bitopologies using loop distortion with = 3,4 … 10 and = 1,2,3 will be found by the following six steps.
Step 1.A node corresponding to the bitopological space ( , ! , ! ) is marked by ( ! ) = . All points that are made are numbered 1, 2, ..., V as shown in Figure 7 in clockwise direction. Step 5. Graph movements transform digraph into each other. Especially, the movement shown in the following Figure 9 is often used. Step 6. In the first five steps a knot digraph corresponding to the given bitopology is found. We can get knot form this knot digraph by using Tait's method. Now,the knots that correspond to the following bitopological spaces will be found with the aid of the given algorithm. 
